2018 CHAIRMAN'S CHALLENGE! The categories for the Chairman's Challenge have been set! Here they are so you have plenty of time to dream up and complete some new projects!

Here's the scoop:

The challenge for the Baking Department is 1) Your Favorite Candy (you must submit 6 pieces for judging); and 2) Sourdough Surprise. Use your imagination and creativity! Invent your own unique recipe. Entries will be judged on the following points: appearance, crust, color or crumb, texture, elasticity, lightness, and flavor.

The challenge for the Needlework Department is 1) Wearable Art; and 2) Lap Quilts. Please note: this is in the NEEDLEWORK Department so projects could be quilted, cross stitched, embroidered, tatted, appliqued, knitted, crocheted, sewn, etc. You get the idea. Jewelry is submitted in the CRAFTS Department. While jewelry entries are certainly welcome, they do NOT qualify in the Wearable Art Chairman's Challenge.

The challenge for the Photography Department is 1) Bridges; 2) Wildflowers; and 3) In the Shadows. All submitted photos must be matted or framed. If framed, frames must be sturdy, with no sharp edges or dangerous attachments such as barbed wire. (While these look really cool, they are not fun to handle during entering, judging, and hanging.) No frames will be accepted that cannot be laid FLAT for judging. Frames that have wires on the back so they can be hung up for displaying are preferred. Also, photography submitted for the chairman challenge will be hung throughout the fair buildings and not with the other photography.

Questions??? Contact the Bear Lake County Fair Chairwoman, Jennifer Keetch @847-5416.